Install the X-Ray Remote transmitter in place of one of the AA or AAA batteries in your remote control. Point the receiver or attach the emitter cable to the components you wish to control and you have converted your IP Remote to Digital RF!

- Control your components from up to 30m away
- No direct line-of-sight needed. Control your components from anywhere in the house, through closet doors and closed entertainment cabinets.
- Works with most AA and AAA remotes
- Receiver has built-in charger and comes with (2) 2/3 AAA specially-sized rechargeable batteries
- Add RF to your existing remote by simply installing the transmitter
- Single-eye emitter included

- Use your remote from anywhere in the house...Line of sight no longer matters!
- Works with nearly all AA & AAA battery-powered remote controls
- Simply replaces a battery in your remote
- Converts infrared signals to radio frequency
- Built-in battery charger
- No technical expertise required

**THE X-RAY REMOTE CONTAINS**

1 x RF Receiver with built in charger
1 x Single-Eye Emitter
1 x Battery Transmitter
2 x Rechargeable Batteries

Before you use the product for the first time, place the batteries into the receiver, and then plug in the receiver to charge them for a suggested 24 to 36 hours.

**IP REMOTE TO DIGITAL RF**

*The greatest thing to happen to the remote control since infrared!*

Simply install the Remote Control Extender in place of one of the AA or AAA batteries inside your remote control and point the receiver or attach the bright eye emitter to the component you wish to control. Now you’ve converted your existing IR remote to digital RF, giving you the freedom to:

- Go from room to room and control your components up to 30m away
- No direct line of sight is needed. Now you can control your components from anywhere inside the house. Works through closet doors and closed entertainment system doors.

*Unlike other remote control extenders, you don’t have to attach anything to the front of your remote or be limited to using it in one room. By simply installing extra battery transmitters, you can convert as many remotes as you like!* Works with virtually any AA or AAA remote control.